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GEAR REDUCER
EXCHANGE PROGRAM

  BUYBACK PROGRAM   EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Known for its heavy-duty design, the Eagle Iron Works Gear Reducer is a top-of-the-line 
feature on Eagle’s Classic Fine Material Washer. Eagle’s Gear Reducer Exchange Program 
allows operations to realize substantial cost savings by utilizing rebuilt gear reducers.

Whether you’re buying a new screw washer or want to remove an old gear reducer from your 
site, the exchange program has several options for your operation and budget.

EIW is willing to purchase your used Fine Material Washer Gear 
Reducer. Eligibility in this program is based on the customer 
supplying a picture of the serial number or model plate and pictures 
of the current condition of the reducer. EIW will determine eligibility 
based on the condition of your reducer, inventory levels and current 
demand. 

EIW is currently offering up to $2,000 for single output gear reducers 
and $4,000 for double output gear reducers.

Why use the Buyback Program?

   •   Earn cash for a gear reducer taking up space in your yard.

   •   Use trade-in value toward a new or rebuilt EIW Gear Reducer.

The Exchange Program is perfect for those with an operating gear 
reducer that needs to be replaced or those with an old gear reducer 
taking up space that can be used toward the purchase of a rebuilt 
unit. This program can be used in two ways:

Exchange Credit. An EIW rebuilt gear reducer is purchased by   
the customer, and their old unit is sent to EIW for rebuilding. Once 
rebuilt, the value of the rebuilt unit will be credited to the customer.

Exchange Buyback. The customer will purchase an EIW rebuilt gear 
reducer and exchange it with a used unit. The used unit does not 
need to be the same size as the one being purchased. The customer 
will earn a discount on the rebuilt gear reducer purchase based on 
the criteria of the Buyback Program. 

Why use the Exchange Program?

   •   Little to no lead time on replacing your gear reducer.

   •   The rebuilt reducer qualifies for the same EIW warranty as a        
        new gear reducer.

   •   Earn credit toward a purchase using a gear reducer that is           
        taking up space on your site.

  BUYING REBUILT

Rebuilt EIW Gear Reducers will be available as a stand-alone 
purchase or with the purchase of a new Fine Material Washer. The list 
price for a rebuilt gear reducer will be up to 75% lower than a new 
unit, and it comes with the same warranty as a new gear reducer.

The Exchange and Buyback programs can be utilized toward the 
purchase of a rebuilt gear reducer on your new screw washer.

Why use the Buying Rebuilt Program?

   •   Rebuilt Gear Reducers will be readily available for purchase.

   •   Budget-friendly, with the same warranty and service that comes      
        with buying new.

   •   Offers the Classic Fine Material Washer at a CONDOR budget.

The EIW Gear Reducer Exchange Program is currently being 
offered for Fine Material Washer gear reducers only. 

Pricing and credits applied to the sale and purchase of rebuilt 
gear reducers may vary based on condition of the reducer, 
inventory levels and current customer demand.

Contact your local Eagle Iron Works dealer to 
learn more or to participate in our Gear Reducer 

Exchange Program.


